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Outline

❖ Ideas of interferometric observations!

❖ Why doing ALMA observing simulations!

❖ How to do ALMA observing simulations (by YT Wu)



Interferometric observations
❖ What we can obtain from interferometric observations are 

Visibilities (Vobs(u,v)), i.e., Fourier-transformation of source 
images I(x,y), sampled by the sampling function S(u,v).

V(u,v) consists of amplitude and phase (complex numbers!).
S(u,v): antenna tracks projected on the sky (a.k.a uv coverage)
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❖ Image reconstruction: Iobsdirty(x,y) = FT(Vobs(u,v)), i.e., 
dirty image.!
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Demo
❖ A web application of radio interferometer (VRI)!

❖ http://www.narrabri.atnf.csiro.au/astronomy/vri.html!

http://www.narrabri.atnf.csiro.au/astronomy/vri.html


Examples of simple geometry
❖ Point source at center

Sky model

Visibilities

Reconstructed sky  
dirty image

uv distance = sqrt(u2+v2)
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Examples of simple geometry
❖ Point source at off-center

Sky model
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dirty image

uv distance = sqrt(u2+v2)
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Examples of simple geometry
❖ Small Gaussian at center

Sky model

Visibilities

Reconstructed sky  
dirty image

uv distance = sqrt(u2+v2)
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Examples of simple geometry
❖ Large Gaussian at center

Sky model

Visibilities

Reconstructed sky  
dirty image

uv distance = sqrt(u2+v2)
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Examples of simple geometry
❖ Uniform disk at center

Sky model

Visibilities

Reconstructed sky  
dirty image

uv distance = sqrt(u2+v2)
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❖ Image reconstruction: Iobsdirty(x,y) = FT(Vobs(u,v)), i.e., 
dirty image.!

❖ Iobsdirty(x,y)  ————————>  Iobsclean(x,y) CLEAN algorithms

Image deconvolution and reconstruction: CLEAN



Image deconvolution and reconstruction: CLEAN

visibilities

Fourier!
transformation

dirty beam!
(a.k.a “psf”, point spread function)

dirty image



Image deconvolution and reconstruction: CLEAN

deconvolution:!
1) find the position of 

max(abs( intensity)) in <dirty 
image>!

2) use the dirty beam to subtract out a 
portion of intensity (ex 10%) and 
save it to clean component image!

3) the subtracted image is now called 
residual image!

4) go to 1) and replace <dirty 
image> to <residual image> 

dirty beam

dirty image

clean component image

residual image

iterate these steps



Image deconvolution and reconstruction: CLEAN
clean image = clean component ∗ clean beam + residual 

clean component clean beam!
= a Gaussian, !
as an approximation !
of the central component !
of the dirty beam 

dirty beam

residual

clean image

∗ +

=

dirty image





Why doing ALMA observing simulations?

❖ Preparing for your ALMA proposals!

❖ Can your proposed ALMA observations provide you 
what you want to see?!

❖ Extracting physical parameters from your real ALMA 
data!

❖ Comparing your models with ALMA data directly



ALMA Observing Simulation
theoretical physical parameters 

of your science target

theoretical model images at 
ALMA observing bands

“observed” theoretical images “real observed” images

radiative transfer

ALMA observing simulation chi-square!
fitting

derived physical parameters



ALMA Observing Simulator
❖ CASA 4.5.2!

❖ simobserve: create model visibilities from input sky image (cube) with 
user-specified observing parameters (frequency, mapping area, antenna 
configuration, etc.)!

❖ simanalyze: Fourier transform the model visibilities, CLEAN the image 
(cube) with user-specified imaging parameters (image size, weighting, 
etc.), and compute the Fidelity image for diagnostics. !

❖ simalma: a wrapper of simobserve and simanalyze (with less user control)!

❖ ALMA Observation Support Tool (OST):!

❖ http://almaost.jb.man.ac.uk

http://almaost.jb.man.ac.uk

